UNIVERSITY OF KERALA
NOTIFICATION

Ac.AI/II/3/LLB_IA/2020 Thiruvananthapuram, Dated:14/12/2020

Sub: 3 year (2016 admissions) & 5 year (2014 admissions) LLB Degree courses - Improvement of Internal assessment as special appearance for Odd and Even semesters- reg.

It is hereby notified that as per the revised guidelines for improvement of internal assessment as special appearance to the LLB students, the eligible candidates will have the opportunity to apply for improving internal assessment marks. Applications are to be submitted on the prescribed format with the required fee and duly recommended by the respective Principals along with the fee receipt pertaining to the fee remitted at the college for improvement of Internal assessment. The Principals of the respective Colleges shall take appropriate steps to enable the students permitted by the University to improve the Internal assessment and they are entrusted to assign required faculty to improve the internal marks of the particular papers. Candidates who have applied for improvement of internal assessment as notified earlier, need not to apply. The provision for improvement of Internal assessment shall be granted on the following guidelines.

1. Provision for improvement of internal assessment as special appearance to the LLB students will be available only for failed candidates, one year after completion of course, who have obtained less than 10 marks for internal assessment. (2014 admissions for 5 year course and 2016 admissions for 3 year course)

2. Students shall have only one opportunity in respect of the whole papers of the whole semesters taken together.

3. Improvement is allowed in respect of all components other than attendance.

4. The marks, a student secured for attendance will be carried forward and added with the improvement marks of the other three components.

5. The students shall attend afresh the University examinations of the paper(s) in which he/she has improved the internal assessment as special appearance. The earlier marks secured by the candidates (Internal and University examinations) in the concerned paper(s) will stand cancelled on registration to the University examinations after completion of the internal improvement.

6. The internal marks forwarded from the colleges as special appearance shall be final and no changes will be allowed.

7. On getting University order permitting individual application for improvement as special appearance, the Principal concerned should take appropriate steps to enable students to do improvement as special appearance by assigning the required faculty.

A fee of Rs. 525/- per paper subject to a maximum of Rs. 2100/- per semester shall be remitted for improvement of internal assessment, out of which Rs. 105/- shall be remitted to the KUF and the balance amount to the respective Colleges for availing internal improvement.
Duly filled in applications for improving the Internal assessment of Odd and Even semesters for 3 year LLB Degree courses and for 5 year LLB Degree course shall reach the university on or before 08th January, 2021.

The format of application for Improvement of Internal assessment of LLB 3 year & 5 year Degree courses can be had from the University website (www.keralauniversity.ac.in).

Late, incomplete and defective applications will be summarily rejected without any further notice.

Sd/-
REGISTRAR

To
1. The Principals of all Affiliated Colleges offering LLB Degree Courses.
2. PA to CE
3. EG I, EGI(a), EG I (b) sections
4. AR/DR Law exams
5. The PRO /Cash section
6. Reception Officer/Enquiry
7. Stock file/File copy.